
Themes of Integration

The International Conference on Integrative Medicine, held in Jerusalem October

2010, contained several significant and timely themes.  In addition to hopeful and

promising technical advances, there was an air of ‘new thinking’, evinced by many of the

presenters, physicians and administrators.  This is promising indeed, since the greater part

of what constitutes integration in medicine is nothing other than a shift in the way we

think about health, illness and the application of medical care.  To be more precise,

integration is the application of the correct medical system, in the correct situation (i.e.

for a given patient’s condition) at the correct time and in the correct measure.  When I say

‘medical system’ I am referring at the most basic level to the two dominant systems of

medicine in the world today.  The first and most obvious is our conventional Western

medicine.  The other is holism.  For reasons of brevity I cannot detail here the

complexities of what these medical systems are ‘designed’ to treat and why; but suffice to

say that conventional Western medicine is the clear choice for acute illness and traumatic

injury; and holism is the superior system when it comes to treating and managing chronic

disease. (http://www.christiannix.com/books1.html)  What all this means is that the shift

toward integration does not require so much in the way of technical advancement; rather

it is largely a re-ordering of the way medicine is applied in a given clinical scenario.  In

other words, we already have many of the actual clinical applications that result in good

quality integration (though doubtless clinical applications will change and evolve as time

passes).  What is still the scarcest commodity in the world of medicine are the people

who can think bimodally – viz. who can think along the lines of holism and Western

reductionism simultaneously.  This is no easy trick, but it must be done.

Of the most important themes I alluded to at the outset, I will mention three.

1. Advances in cancer care 

2. Cost reduction in cancer care 

3. The imperative of professional quality holism
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1. Advances in Cancer Care 

Several presentations took cancer treatment as the topic.  Cancer is – as of 2010 –

the number one killer in the US.  Cancer is also the quintessential integrative disease.

Why?  Because it is perhaps the most complex and multi-factorial condition - thus

requiring treatment from a broad range of specialists.  It is plain, good-sense to state

without equivocation that chemotherapy (Western medicine) is the single most effective

approach to treat cancer.  Many holistic fanatics would believe otherwise; but at the

highest level of professional holistic practice, it is acknowledged without a quibble that

chemotherapy is indeed the strongest therapy for killing cancer.  But the advances in

cancer treatment have largely to do with: 1) mitigating damage to healthy tissue (i.e.

killing the cancer without killing the patient); and 2) supplementing the patient’s reserves

to recover from (or simply survive) radiation and chemotherapy; and both of these

measures involve the application of holistic medicine.  

For example, Stephen Melnic of Atlanta presented on the use of curcumin – an

extract of the turmeric root – as an essential adjunct to chemotherapy.  The results and

data were so significantly better with certain kinds of cancer that again one has to wonder

why this important extract is not added routinely.  It is not a question of cost.  Turmeric

Force, curcumin extract can be bought online for around $20.

Dr. Isaac Eliaz of Sebastopol, California, likewise presented on the significant

benefits of Modified Citrus Pectin (MCP) for adjunctive use during chemotherapy to

increase the efficacy of the treatment and to reduce damage to healthy cells.

(http://www.dreliaz.org/meet-dr-eliaz) (http://www.econugenics.com/p-71-pectasol-c-

modified-citrus-pectin.aspx) 

 Joseph Brenner of Tel Aviv, described the efficacy of hyperthermia – a clinical

application in which the tumor or cancerous region of the body is heated during

chemotherapy, (presumably as a means to increase blood flow and thus increase the

quantity and efficacy of the chemotherapeutic agent to the malignant area).

(http://www.hyperthermia.net/Dr.BrenerE.html) 

All of these adjunctive therapies serve to boost the efficacy of chemotherapy

which not only improves treatment outcomes, but means also that, ultimately, less

treatment may be necessary.  Yet just as significant to the world economy – and to the US

economy in particular because of the staggering cost for medical care in our country –
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these adjunctive treatments and other measures are some of the most significant advances

for lowering the cost of cancer care.

2. Cost Reduction in Cancer Care

Dr. Keith Block of Evanston, Illinois, delivered a revealing look at his innovative

clinical applications which reduce costs and increase efficacy of cancer care.  Nor are

these innovations marvels of technology.  First, he detailed cost reductions for actual

patients who received chemotherapy while riding an exercise bike.  Not only did such

contrivance evince a significant increase in efficacy; but also (should such a program

become standard policy in cancer care institutions) the savings to the patient, insurer and

the US economy would be enormous.  (7, 8)

Next was the seemingly understated revelation that chemotherapy should be given

according to the body clock of the human circadian rhythm.  Interestingly, this is basic to

holistic medical understanding – viz. that the body cycles through highs and lows for

each organ during a 24-hour period.  For example, the ‘high-tide’ of the liver is 0100 to

0300.  The ‘low-tide’ of that organ is twelve hours opposite at 1300 to 1500.  Hence the

let-down we so often feel during siesta in the afternoon.  ‘Chronotherapy’ – in which

patients are connected to a pump set to dispense the chemotherapeutic agent at a pre-

programmed time according to the biological clock – again showed an almost

unbelievable increase in efficacy of clinical outcomes with a correspondingly significant

decrease in costs if applied nationwide as a standard of best-practice.  (7, 8)

This issue of cost is a disturbing black cloud on the horizon of US healthcare.

More than any other nation, US society has elevated medicine to the realm of business for

profit, disregarding the monetary value of a healthy and vigorous population.  The recent

adoption of new legislature seems unlikely to change this dynamic.  How can it?  The

same players and mentalities still hold sway and no one making good money in the

medical world is eager to forfeit his share of the pie.  Here is where holistic medicine

must arrive in time if true integration is to occur and financial meltdown is to be avoided.

But holistic practitioners must come to the grand gala of healthcare reform with their A-

game and not the current tartuffery of spiritualism that so mires and besmirches

professional quality practice and which so confuses the mainstream medical

establishment as it seeks for some bona fide professional standards in holistic practice.  
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3. The Inclusion of Holistic Medicine in the Mainstream and the Imperative of

Professional Quality Holistic Practice

Allow me to clarify at the top of this section-heading what differentiates the

professional practice of holism from mere New Age vitalism.  When I say professional

practice, I am referring to the logical, rational and time-tested methodology of holism as

it comes to us from the East.  Specifically I favor – and will use – TCM as my praxis for

illustrating this point.  

“a professional TCM pattern discrimination should be objectively
grounded in a rational analysis of signs and symptoms according to agreed
upon professional norms . . .  Among a certain segment of the population
most interested in Chinese medicine in the West, intuition is valued above
rationality . . . If one merely relies on intuition, sometimes one will be
right and sometimes one will be wrong.  If one thinks through the problem
in a rational manner, this margin of error diminishes . . . the closer one
follows the time-tested methodology of Chinese medicine . . . the better
the clinical results . . . One of the greatest values of TCM is its time-tested
methodology.”  (Bob Flaws)

TCM is the oldest continually practiced, literate medicine in the world.  Contrary

to what many (most?) practitioners and teachers of the hippy/baby-boom generation

believe, TCM is neither communist medicine; nor is it particularly spiritual in the New

Age sense.  (1, 2)  It is a scientific system of medicine – albeit a system based on holistic

science and epistemology – which is 1) peer reviewable, 2) has objective standards of

diagnosis and treatment and 3) affords reproducible outcomes.  It is also still evolving

and thus meets all the essential criteria for being a science, even though it does not

depend on Western biology, anatomy and physiology, and chemistry in order to construct

clinical reality.  (3)  This point is a major stumbling block on the road to integration.

Holistic crack-pots take offense and insist that TCM is all about channeling gods and

spirits, infusing TCM with myriad esoteric and less-than-well-thought-out Romantic

notions of what they would like it to be all the while demonizing the Western medical

establishment for what ‘shortcomings’ like logic and rigorous standards; on the other

hand, many Western physicians take exception to the notion that anything except

Western science could possibly be scientific.  Thus the stage is set for the current debate

in which neither side is willing to acknowledge its own nearsightedness nor the merits of

its counterpart.  
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Yet the fact remains that competence and high-quality, professional holistic

practice is the single most conspicuously absent player at the table of healthcare reform.

As Paul Unschuld points out, perhaps the confusion surrounding holistic cognition is

nothing other than the predictable result of grafting a new way of thinking onto a given

culture’s epistemology.  

“Where  could  a  foreign  idea  be  accepted,  assimilated,  or  transmitted
without  being  influenced  by  the  particular  situation  it  meets,  by  the
changing languages that  serve as a means of transportation, and by the
preconditioned  patterns  of  thought  cherished  by  the  final  receiver?”
(Unschuld, p. 55)

Holism is nothing if not a distinctly different way of making sense of medical

reality; and shortfall of good quality practice is certainly tied to the vicissitudes of this

different epistemology.  Yet, as Huntington declares, just as “modern science and

technology require an absorption of the thought processes which acompany them”

(Huntington, p. 73); so too holism requires an absorption of the thought process by which

it operates best.  This preceisely is the sore point within the institutional training of

practitioners in North America.  To date, there is nothing like a concerted movement to

address this deficiency in holistic thinking.

The dark horse of Community Acupuncture continues to make progress by

addressing the need for affordable prevention and management of chronic functional

illness like pain and stress.  But this movement – viz. the Community Acupuncture

Network - may never find itself included in the mainstream, as much for the lack of any

rigorous standards as for the cliquish inferiority complex exhibited by so many of its

more vocal members.

Summary Conclusion 

The problem is simple.  Good quality holism is the best and by far most

affordable system for managing chronic illness; yet there is a tremendous dearth of

professional-quality practice of holism in the West.  Nor do TCM schools seem to grasp

the vicissitudes of this epoch since all available data points to a miserable failure rate

among graduates of TCM programs.

The tone among my colleagues at the conference in Jerusalem was similar in

many respects.  The same challenges exist in Europe, South America and the Middle
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East: holistic practitioners want to be invited to the dance; but hegemony and their own

lack of professionalism bar the way.  The one conspicuous difference I find among

practioners and administrators of other nations is a kind of relaxed fatalism about the

inevitability of integration within the mainstream.  Nothing would be so unforgivable as

for holistic practioners to be called to service by mainstream institutions and for the

practioner/teacher to be found wanting in logic, clarity and professionalism about what he

or she does, how it is different (than conventional Western medical epistemology), and

why holism is essential in this fractious epoch.  For this reason, my entire training

program is aimed at preparing professional quality practioners who can ‘stand and

deliver’ in Western hospital settings. (http://christiannix.com/videos.html) 

But the conference also increased my awareness of the inevitability of inclusion

of the holistic model, merely for reasons of economics.  The Western medical system is

so oriented toward the crisis of serious illness and away from proper living and

prevention that the US teeters on the verge of insolvency - due in no small part to medical

costs which have risen to the limits of madness. (5)  All of this, while tens-of-millions of

patients desperately seek for a sound and logical way to manage and even prevent the

plethora of lifestyle-driven illness that so wracks the US patient population.  This sound,

time-tested and logical system already exists.  It is here in the holistic medical model.

Yet so much confusion clouds the practice of holism – confusion stemming chiefly from

the very practioners who would feign bring this essential holistic medical model to the

West – that advancement and inclusion seem negated at the outset.  (6)

I predict that an hour is coming in which the legions of holistic practioners in the

West will be called upon to ‘stand and deliver.’  The historical moment requires this.

How that performance is received will not merely hinge on the sympathies or antipathies

of our Western medical counterparts; rather it will likely fail or triumph based on the

degree to which holistic practioners have done their due diligence.  It will not be enough

to have meandered into the territory of New Age pseudo-spirituality.  Success will

depend on logic and the time-tested application of a rational approach to diagnosis and

treatment.  

Nor will it suffice to duck the issue and challenge of communication.  The cream

of any profession is found among those who teach.  Teaching clarifies and solidifies

fundamentals.  Teaching promotes mastery.  Teaching is nothing but a synonym for
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communication; and if you are practicing holistic medicine in the West in the 21st

century, you will be called upon to teach.

Practioners of TCM may have an advantage when this hour of inclusion (or

invitation) comes – so inherently well suited and well thought-out is the TCM logic and

methodology to address current issues of chronic disease and cost reduction.  But only if

one has actually absorbed and mastered the holistic way of cognizing medical reality.

Mastery of this fundamental skill comes first from accurate use of language and the

technical concepts they denote – again an aspect of communication; as well as proper

(and not Romantic, New Age) (mis)understanding of the correct application of holism –

viz. what is holism inherently suited to treat and, most importantly of all, why?

Schools seem unable to address the missing elements required for mastery which

leaves this difficult task up to each individual practioner to discover mentors and CEU

training that will fill in these blanks.  Yet where does such training and opportunity exist?

Many disparate sources provide one piece of the puzzle or another.  However, it is

to meet the need of professional quality holism that I have amalgamated the essential

curriculum in one training program: Barefoot Medicine Training.  This CEU offering

along with a hospital externship is the single most concentrated and authentic course of

study I know of, providing Western practioners of holistic TCM (as well as other holistic

modalities) the opportunity for professional quality practice at the highest level, the

Western medical setting.  (http://www.cieloexternships.com/acupuncture_externship.htm,

http://www.barefootmedicinetraining.com/tcm.html,) 
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